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Shakespeare, analyzing the texts as she read. Meanwhile, our father, a 
draftsman for one of the big Long Island defense contractors, loved 
learning in spite of having had only a high school education. We joked 
that he would someday be crushed under his books, most of them mili
tary histories of Poland, the homeland of both sides of our family. He 
got us microscopes and telescopes and talked seriously about the poten
tial for alien life-forms. I vividly recall that, when one day we sum
moned him urgently to come see a giant UFO that had appeared in 
the sky, he was genuinely disappointed to discover he had bothered to 
grab his camera for the Goodyear blimp. 

But besides being intellectuals and knowledge seekers, my parents 
were also industrial-strength Roman Catholics. They sought out Latin 
masses and avoided meat on Fridays long after Vatican II declared all 
that fuss unnecessary. They sent us to public school not only because 
the local public schools offered the best education around, but also 
because the local Catholic school struck them as dangerously liberal in 
its religious orientation. (Better to be among Protestants and Jews than 
roomfuls of squishy Catholics.) Their religious devotion manifested 
itself largely in pro-life activism. Even while their own children were 
still young and underfoot, my parents collected baby things to give to 
poor mothers, took in a young pregnant woman who had been thrown 
out by her parents, and became foster parents to a mixed-race baby of a 
single mother, ultimately adopting that child. As we were growing up, 
the basement of our house slowly filled with homemade placards we 
would carry when marching outside abortion clinics. 

Although they were highly obedient to authority in their religious 
lives, in their political lives, my parents were rabble-rousers. My father 
ran for Congress on the Right-to-Life Party line, while my mother 
helped lead the local chapter of Feminists for Life. (In the 1970s, bra
burning pro-lifers were a real thing.) My mother especially embraced 

her American rights to speak, to assemble, to vote, and to protest, 

because she knew her life might well have turned out differently. Born 

in 1935 in Poland, she had somehow survived the Second World War 
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becoming a nun, I couldn't help but notice that the place I felt the 

hope of salvation wasn't church. It was the American Museum of Natu

ral History, that great cathedral of evolution. As often as I could, I 

would take the train into New York City and lie under the giant blue 

whale in the great darkened hall of ocean life. Every time I lay there

waiting for the delicious moment when the whale started to move, 

from optical illusion-science struck me as the obvious and perhaps 

only way to remain perpetually free from blinding, oppressive dogma. 

I guess, then, it is not too surprising that I ultimately decided to 

pursue a PhD in the history and philosophy of science, at Indiana Uni

versity. Exploring the very life and guts of science by studying the his

tory and the philosophy of it-this seemed to me the way to make sure 

that the most anti dogmatic way of life we had available to us, the scien

tific way of life, would remain healthy and vigorous. But by the time I 

moved to Bloomington for graduate school, in 1990, not everyone in 

the academic fields of science studies (the history, philosophy, and soci

ology of science) felt the same devotion. At that point, Marxist and 

feminist science-studies scholars had for almost two decades been pro

ducing a large body of work deeply critical of various scientific claims 

and practices. They had shown how various scientists had, in word and 

deed, oppressed women, people of color, and poor folks, typically by 

making problematic "scientific" claims about them. Harvard biologist 

Ruth Hubbard, for example, had taken apart pseudoscientific claims 

that biology made women "naturally" less capable of doing science 

than men. Historians like Londa Schiebinger and Cynthia Eagle Rus

sett had documented how, over many centuries, patriarchies had de

ployed the rhetoric of science to represent women as inherently inferior 

to men. Meanwhile, Hubbard's Harvard colleague Stephen Jay Gould 

had scrutinized "scientific" studies purporting to show important racial 

differences in skull size and IQ and had shown them to be hopelessly 

riddled with racist bias. 

Make no mistake: As a liberal feminist, I was extremely sympathetic     

to feminist and Marxist science studies. Indeed, the work of scholars 
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be a hermaphrodite. Some of these patients had immediately apparent 

mixes of male and female traits-a notable phallus and a vaginal open

ing or feminine breasts along with a full beard. Others appeared to 

have one sex externally but the opposite internally. All unwittingly 

challenged the idea that there were only two real sexes-that there was 

a clear, natural divide between men and women. 

Just as I was finishing my PhD, in 1995, I published my first schol

arly paper, in the journal Victorian Studies. This article mapped out a 
hitherto uncharted history: what Victorian British doctors had done 

when faced with living proof that humans don' t come in only two sexes. 

Though my report contained some grainy 1890s photographs of ambig

uous genitalia, it was still pretty academic, showing no real hint of the 

odd path the paper's publication would lead me down. My finding was 

simply that Victorian doctors, befuddled by cases of" doubtful sex," had 

deployed pragmatic combinations of clever rhetorical strategies, new 

scientific tools like microscopes, and the occasional surgical scalpel to 

try to make "true hermaphroditism" virtually disappear, all to protect 

long-standing social distinctions between men and women. But dry as 

that article may have been, it ended up pushing me into two unfamil

iar and intense worlds: contemporary sex politics and contemporary 

medical activism. That's because, thanks to the Internet, by the time I 

came to this topic, in the mid-199os, something was going on that the 

Victorian doctors would never have imagined: People who had been 

born with various sex anomalies had started to find each other, and 

they had started to organize as an identity rights movement. 

Labeling themselves intersex, many gathered under the leadership 
of Bo Laurent, the founder of the lntersex Society of North America, 

and after reading my Victorian Studies article, some of these intersex 
activists, including Bo, contacted me. A couple wrote me simply to 

complain that they found some of my language offensive, apparent!y 

not realizing I was relaying Victorian rhetoric in my article. By con 

trast, Bo got my work. And she asked for my help in changing the way 

children born intersex were treated in modern medicine. 
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to governmental committees, met with groups of activists and doctors, 

got media trai1;1ing, and appeared as a talking head on one news pro

gram after another. 

I found the advocacy work so meaningful and so exhausting that 

when it was time for me to go up for promotion to full professorship, I 

quit my day job instead. About ten years into my life as a PhD, I gave 

up tenure and the ability to grow my retirement account in part so that 

I would have more time and energy for activism. I also did it because 

by then I'd had a kid and couldn' t continue to devote myself to two 

jobs; until I turned in my resignation letter, on top of my job as a pro

fessor, I was also managing our staff of five at the Intersex Society. At 

that point, I did let an old academic friend talk me into picking up a 

part-time, untenured professorship at Northwestern University's medi

cal school in Chicago. The job there was small enough to leave me 

free to do whatever I felt needed my attention but big enough in name 

to open some doors. 

IT WAS SHORTLY AFTER this time that I took on a new scholarly 

project, one that without much warning forced me to question my poli

tics and my political loyalties, if not also my decision to give up tenure. 

This was a project that suddenly changed me from an activist going 

after establishment scientists into an aide-de-camp to scientists who 

found themselves the target of activists like me. Indeed, this project 

soon put me in a position I would never have imagined for myself: vili

fied by gender activists at the National Women's Studies Association 

meeting and then celebrated at the Human Behavior and Evolution 

Society by the enemies of my childhood hero, Stephen Jay Gould. 

The scholarly project, which I took on early in 2006, involved inves 

tigating the history of one particular controversy over transgender. Jus 

to be clear, although both transgender and intersex people are histori 

cally oppressed sexual minorities, transgender is different from inter 

sex. Whereas intersex refers to the condition of being born with a mix 
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serious crimes, including abusing the rights of subjects, having sex with 
a transsexual res,earch subject, and making up data. The individuals 
making these charges-a trio of powerful transgender women, two of 
them situated in the safe house of liberal academia-had nearly ruined 
Bailey's reputation and his life. To do so, they had used some of the 
tactics we had used in the intersex rights movement: blanketing the 
Web to make sure they set the terms of debate, reaching out to politi
cally sympathetic reporters to get the story into the press, doling out 
fresh information and new characters at a steady pace to keep the story 
in the media and to keep the pressure on, and rhetorically tapping into 
parallel left-leaning stories to make casual bystanders "get it" and care. 
Tracking their chosen techniques was occasionally like reading a 
how-to activist manual that I could have written, but there was one 
crucial difference: What they claimed about Bailey simply wasn't true. 

You can probably guess what happens when you expose the 
unseemly deeds of people who fight dirty, particularly when you pub
lish a meticulously documented journal article detailing exactly what 
they did, and especially when the New York Times covers what you 
found. Certainly I should have known what was coming-after all, I 
had literally written what amounted to a book on what this small group 
of activists had done to Bailey. But it was still pretty uncomfortable 
when I became the new target of their precise and unrelenting attacks. 
The online story soon morphed into "Alice Dreger versus the rights of 
sexual minorities," and no matter how hard I tried to point people back 
to documentation of the truth, facts just didn't seem to matter. 

Troubled and confused by this ordeal, in 2008 I purposefully set out 
on a journey-or rather a series of journeys-that ended up lasting six 
years. During this time, I moved back and forth between camps of 
activists and camps of scientists, to try to understand what happens- 
and to figure out what should happen-when activists and scholars find 
themselves in conflict over critical matters of human identity. This' 
book is the result. 

I understand that some people on an exploration like this might
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two decades ago on a trip in graduate school, just at the start of my 
scholarly work on the history of hermaphrodites. In May 1993, I had 
gone to Italy to accompany my mother, at her request, on a tour of 
Roman Catholic religious sites. As we had planned, when the tour 
ended, my mother flew back to America while I set off to continue 
around Europe by train to supplement my studies. For my first stop, I 
took the train from Rome to Florence to visit the history of science 
museum attached to the Uffizi art galleries. I had planned this short 
stop in Florence because of the opportunity to see the museum's col
lection of eighteenth-century wax obstetrical models, life-size teaching 
instruments I had already read much about. But I was also very excited 
at the prospect of seeing a set of artifacts that are to a historian of sci
ence what Jesus's cross would be to a Christian: Galileo's telescopes. 

When Galileo Galilei was born, in 1564, the world had just started 
changing in the direction that would ultimately lead to modern sci
ence, modern technology, and democracy. The old way-accepting 
authorities without much question-had just started to develop serious 
cracks. Not long before Galileo's birth, European anatomists like 
Andreas Vesalius had begun to dissect human bodies and to show that 
the innards didn' t always match what the ancient authorities like Galen 
described. A Polish scholar named Nicolaus Copernicus had crunched 
the astronomical numbers and in 1543 suggested a model contrary to 
the ancient astronomer Ptolemy's, a new model wherein the Sun, 
not the Earth, formed the center of our world. 

But Galileo went much further than these men before him. Philo
sophically paving the way for the world as we now know it, Galileo 
actively argued for a bold new way of knowing, openly insisting that 
what mattered was not what the authorities-ancient or otherwise 
said was true but what anyone with the right tools could show was true. 
As no one before him had, he made the case for modern science-for 
finding truth together through the quest for facts. 

Galileo's radical new way of thinking (along with his sense of 

humor) finds perfect display in one particular argument he had with a 
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study relative rates of fall, using careful quantification to find predict

able, natural patterns in the world. When learned people around Gali

leo doubted Copernicus's idea that the earth is spinning and racing 

about the sun-because surely, if we were on a moving, turning planet, 

everything not tied down would be flying about-Galileo encouraged 

them to think harder. What happens, he asked them, when you drop a 

solid object while you are on a moving ship? The object falls straight 

down relative to you and the ship. He encouraged people to see this as 

real-life analogical evidence that could explain why a table not tied 

down moves with the earth's movement and does not fly off. He encour

aged them to think beyond the taught or the "obvious," to see for them

selves what was true. 

In the spring of 1609, while living the life of a frustrated, underpaid 

university professor, Galileo heard about a brand-new optical device, 

the telescope. Ever the self-starter, he soon constructed one-and then 

a better one, and a better one. Others saw in this device military and 

commercial uses. (Ascertaining which trading ships were arriving 

when could provide advance knowledge of the markets.) But Galileo, 

engaging his radical epistemology of nature, turned his telescopes to 

the sky. And what did he see? Not at all the perfect geocentric heavens 

as they were described by the ancients and taught at the universities. 

No, indeed. The earth's moon had mountains. (A sign of imperfection 

in the heavens.) Jupiter had its own moons. (A sign that not everything 

orbited around the earth.) Venus had phases. (A sign of heliocentrism.) 

Throughout the sky, Galileo saw evidence of Copernicus's radical ne 

astronomical model. 

Unafraid of these new facts and ever confident in his own genius, 

Galileo didn' t even try to reconcile his findings with what the ancients 

had said. Instead he boldly reported his discoveries in a book he called 

The Starry Messenger. In it, he made a point of including careful draw 

ings to show what the reader could verify with his own eyes if he could 

get his hands on a decent telescope. 

Tempting as it is to see Galileo as supernatural, his surviving writ-
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know about the universe, but fundamentally a shift in what we can 

know about ourselves. This was a journey toward what finally became 

the Enlightenment. When Galileo rejected the Vatican's astronomical 

dogma, he wasn't rejecting only their "facts" about our planet and our 

sun; he was also rejecting the Church's right to tell us who we are. 

There's no doubt: The inquisitors were spot-on to see Galileo as 

extremely dangerous. 

Nevertheless, although the Inquisition could arrest Galileo, it could 

not arrest human progress. The Scientific Revolution that swept 
through Europe was soon followed by democratic revolution. And all 

of these massive changes in science and in politics depended on a sin
gle central idea, one that Galileo held dear, the central idea of the 

Enlightenment: that we get to know for ourselves who we are, by seek

ing evidence, using reason, and coming to thoughtful consensus on 

truth. Science and democracy grew up together in Europe and North 

America, as twins; it is no coincidence that so many of America's 

Founding Fathers were science geeks. The "American" freedoms to 

think, to know, to learn, to speak-these were the freedoms that the 

radical Galileo had seized, long before they were finally written int 

our laws. As much as Thomas Jefferson and John Adams and Georg 

Washington, Galileo Galilei ultimately made our democracy possibl 

THEREFORE IN MAY 1993, I expected that what Saint Peter's Bas 

ica would have been to my mother on our trip to Italy, the Florence 

museum room now containing Galileo's telescopes would be to me. As 

it turned out, however, I was lucky to get in to see the collection at all.

A couple of days before I arrived, mafiosi had bombed the Uffizi, kill- 

ing six people. In response, the entire city had gone on strike. When I 

alighted from the train, everything was still closed. Not sure what to do 

until my train left for Paris the next evening, I wandered over to the 

Basilica of Santa Croce-churches always stay open, of course--and 

spent some time admiring Galileo's magnificent tomb, the tomb they'd
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dropping the tour brochure on the floor. I picked it up and found the 

docent giving I)le a rather severe look. But I couldn't help myself. I 

started laughing uncontrollably again. 

Somewhere on the crazy journey of the last few years, I stopped 

laughing at the image of Galileo's mummified middle finger and 

started thinking of it as a personal talisman. I would contemplate it to 

remind myself of certain propositions: That the mythical Galileo, a 

perfect man who could see beyond his own needs and his own psychol

ogy, never really lived-that uncomplicated heroes don't exist among 

the living. That all of us are struggling with the question of who we are. 

That sometimes people put you under house arrest because they hon

estly believe it is for the greater good. That it can be very hard in a 

moment of heated debate to tell who is right-it can take a hundred 

years and a thousand people to sort it out. As one person trying to get it 

right, sometimes the best you can do-the most you can do-is point to 

the sky, turn to the guy next to you, and ask, "Are you seeing what I'm 

seeing?" 




